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Explore some of the subcategories and articles currently below. How do I know I can trust these reviews about un van lines? How do I know I can trust these reviews about un van lines? 2,596,475 reviews on ConsumerAffairs have been verified. We need contact information to ensure that our reviewers are genuine. We use smart
software that helps us keep reviews safe. Our moderators read all the reviews to check the quality and benefit. For more information about reviews about ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our FAQ. Mark from Bainbridge, GA check references check the original buyer's review: July 14, 2020I personally want to leave 5 star best reviews for
the moving nation and everything they did for Liz's mom in her move to Georgia, with a special reference to Tina** the moving driver and mr**truck driver. Miss Tina** coordinated all the procedures of my mother's movement and kept us informed every step of the way. After losing stepfather Charlie April 8, my family gave great comfort to
knowing the animated nation was our back!!! Mr** Upon arrival carefully transfer all of my mother's property and unscrew it and prepare it in a very respectful and professional manner. His dedication and caring attitude really meant a lot to all of us like he was one of our family!!! Thank you moving nation, Tina** and Sergey to get mom us
in Georgia safely and flawlessly!!! You will do business again!!! Always Mark **USAF retiredRobert from West Chester, PA check the references check the original buyer review: 19 May 2020 based on my experience with the moving nation, I would not hesitate to recommend it. What you want from the engine is an efficient function at a
reasonable price and a feeling that you have real people communicating with you along the way. Pre-action: Proactive, informative, and comprehensive communication without any pressure. Transfer: Gone exactly as described. The movers showed up at the right time. Efficient, friendly, professional. One of the breakdowns was that their
truck broke down on its way to the destination, delaying their arrival at the first thing the next morning. But I was immediately sent to alert me to the problem. On arrival they were very careful with moving the truck to our property and, in fact, parking about 100 feet of storage pod where the furniture was to be unloaded. This requires them
to hand over the pull furniture that the distance. The bursa was stacked efficiently. I'm only half unloaded so I can't comment on the condition of my property but so far good. Follow-up: Emails and phone calls to make sure I am satisfied with the process. I am. Conclusion: I highly recommend moving the nation. Read the full Merrill of
Chattanooga, TN verification references original review: February 27, 2020Moving Nation has turned out to be one of the most reliable companies I've ever hired for any purpose, ever. It's very clear. Their pricing policy and this transparent position is severely missing with the other engines you have used. The company also adheres to its
schedule with the same reliability so you know you won't be surprised by the massive overstatement at the end of it all. Their employees, though, make it all together well. My move to a bedroom of 3 in Tennessee couldn't be so good with all their help. Elna from Rapid City, SD check references check the original buyer's review: January
29, 2020There are a large number of scammers in the transportation industry but the moving nation is certainly not one of them. I didn't first want to look at them when i moved my 2 bedroom house to South Dakota because it was a little more expensive than what I wanted to spend. But after reading a lot of reviews and asking about them,
we thought about giving them a chance. I think we evade bullet by choosing this company because reviews have shown that cheaper companies usually charge a whole extra lot after the move and ends up being a lot more expensive. Esperanza of Daynot, OH Check out the buyer review original verification: January 28, 2020 No doubt in
my mind that the moving nation is the best company possible to use if you need professional engines. I was desperate to move to Dayton to get a job I had offered even though I just needed a two-bedroom house, I have a lot of stuff. It was impossible to deal with on my own, and I was recommended to move the nation by a fellow. Their
advice was instantly - these guys were quick, effective and affordable, too. I enjoy my new job in my new city and a lot of credit goes to the engine! Haha.Danielle of Grand Rapids, MI check out the original review references: November 2, 2020Horrible Company, Be Careful! They changed their name (the former animated nation). An
awesome experience from start to finish as we move long distances. He gave us a hard sell when getting prices for the two engines, chose these idiots because they said they had a fleet of trucks/engine. They were 3 days late picking up, it took 6 weeks to deliver in our new home. While all the contacts were made zero and we had to call
them down for any updates that were normally I don't know of the same awful customer service rep. The items arrive broken and delivered by the engines of the Allied Van who apologized for the condition and said they were hired at the last minute for the job. In the end they charged more than 3k on the initial quote for very vague
reasons that were not explained. I don't understand how she can have any positive reviews here. Randy has been warned of Salina, KS verification references original review: October 8, 2020I'll review more after you come and take it to Corpus Christi for me. I moved from Kansas but so far Eric has been really helpful on what to do and
get done and pricing was amazing.Millie from Pittsburgh, PA Original reviewer review: September 24, 2020Sales is a very good force to work with. But once they had my deposit (1/3 of the total estimates) the friendly service fell silent!! Within 1 week the nation's mobile truck picked up my furniture, household items, clothes and electronics.
It has been informed that delivery may take up to 17 days. I was not informed that my entire shipment would be taken to a warehouse in Baltimore, Maryland. Despite my many attempts to get information about where my things are and when I will receive the same thing. The company was unresponsive, ignoring my phone calls and put in
the number 800. The salesperson was mute, not answering my calls. Approximately 3 weeks later, I finally got in touch with someone 'live' and informed that my 'stuff' would be loaded on to the carrier and on its way. That was more than a week ago!! My next conversation with someone named Tina was to inform me that the 'truck driver'
was loading up his/her truck this week and heading west with 4 loads (1 Colorado 2 Nevada and 1-California). As of this date 09/24/2020, I have not been able to get any information as to the location of my shipment, who is the truck driver or when you will receive delivery. All my belongings were picked up by the Moving Nation on
08/21/2020. It is now 09/24/2020. I have this company 2/3 of the charges. Read Sharon's full review of San Ramon, California check-out original review references: September 24, 2020Absolutely unacceptable - 2 hours late and doubled my quote. No - don't use, very immoral. Jakob** was misleading and would do anything for me to sign
a docusign that most people would not understand, and that's why the engine rental! He chose every other quote and made me feel in good hands not to sign!!!! Immoral!!! John Champlain, MN Verification Referenceoriginal Review: August 24, 2020 We contacted Moving Nation and spoke to Eric** and assured us we were in good hands.
We answered all his questions and told us how many of our cubic feet were, when the movers got there, and then everything collapsed. The movers told us we were 300 cubic feet short and needed to pay them an extra 3700.00 then they tried to lift us for blankets and tape that were in the contract. They then told us that we would receive
our furniture within 17 working days from the time of receipt. That was a lie too, that date came and went and then they changed their story and said it was 17 working days from the date of delivery. This date has come and gone and yet no one in customer service has called us back. I made a formal complaint with BBB and this did faze
them at all. We're going on 8 weeks without our furniture and no end date in sight on when you'll be receiving it. Don't use this company and run from it!!! Read Heather's full review of Full Review from Fullerton, California Check out the original reviewer review: August 22, 2020I put a $1032 deposit on my credit card on 16th with an
understanding that it would be a full refund if you cancel up to a week before my July 28 move date. They tried to switch the price on me the day I booked which should have been my warning. My contact man stopped responding and I couldn't get a human on the main number until I got to the sales department. Then they argued with me
and tried to break the conversation with the company i went with. They cut you off when you talk, they give up and lie. They said that my man left the company and checked his emails and said that there was nothing from me as they claimed that someone else's email to contact was on my papers and it's not. They finally asked me to email
a particular email address to cancel and I would receive my refund in 14 days. I did it on July 8th. I threatened them with a BBB complaint on the 14-day mark and the next day I got a picture of a check. I replied and I said I can not deposit it like that, it needs to be mailed but more importantly I paid with my credit card and want to refund
how I paid. I haven't heard from them since. I doubt they intend to email this check when they do not ask for an address. It is now August 21st I have objected to the charge with my credit card company and filed a complaint with BBB. Now just wait don't use this company. No one should recommend it. Read Joyce's full review of Carey,
NC check references check the original buyer's review: August 18, 2020 the movers arrived on time and carefully prepared our luggage for the move. When the truck arrived at the storage facility, we were notified and the items removed from the truck were monitored and taken inside. Again, the movers were careful and managed to get
everything within the space we rented. David of Scotts Valley, California check the references to check the original buyer's review: July 27, 2020 was the first step in April. Moving the nation was my best experience ever in moving. The sales teams really took the time to understand my movement. As this step approached I was contacted
by the Finance, Quality Team. Everyone was very professional and polite. I was very happy with the move, you did a second one and asked the same team. They were on time for receipt and delivery, they were masked and gloved without even asking. I highly recommend and will use them again! Ashley from Dunbury, original CT audit:
July 16, 2020 We've taken a step further from the west coast to the east coast. The interaction you have with this company will start good. However, it will soon be reduced from the initial low rating they give you to subscribe to. Not only did we have problems with overcharging, but huge delivery delays, new day-to-day fees, tape charges
(which are supposed to be included) and emotional abuse from a manager (Nadine) and an actor (Lisa). They didn't answer the phone. With the manager did not try to ease the situation at all, or help. We were not allowed to read the contract we signed on the day of our transfer, and we threatened that our items would be left (literally on
the street at that point) if we did not agree to higher fees and sign the contract without reading. We have contacted BBB and DOT. We hope that someone will hold this company accountable. We've damaged good boxes and are missing instead of trying to find boxes and furniture that is missing, Nadine's manager emailed us a claim form
and told us we had 9 months to fill them out. No single mention to try to locate the missing items. When we asked to speak to someone higher than Nadine's manager, she said the only person above was the owner, refusing to give their information. I'll end this: next to the last phone call we made with Lisa (who also works in the customer
service department, as well as conflicts, she seems to have many hats), she screamed at the top of her lungs and said, We never lose! Is this the kind of company you want to trust with your most precious money? Read Elizabeth's full review of Bainbridge, GA check references check the original buyer's review: July 14, 2020 when my
goods were delivered only one man appeared to be unloaded. You are in awe that he can do everything himself. He was polite and polite and worked quickly and efficiently. I would highly recommend this company. Robin of surprise, AZ check references check the original buyer review: July 9, 2020I was generally happy with the mobile
services provided. Both are on pick-up and delivery. The driver who delivered my items in Arizona was very friendly and funny (can't remember his name). I would definitely recommend this company to friends if they need to transfer services. Alex from Pittsburgh, PA check the original referencereview: June 27, 2020I had high hopes that
the animated nation would give me a smooth professional transfer experience, unfortunately, that's not what I got. If I could give this zero experience I would. In the end, I decided to fire the company and cancel my move with them. Read below for details: I've been selling a job that will be direct and effective. What I got wasn't at all what
was sold. Two engines appeared 2.5 hours late to their pick-up window. It was supposed to arrive between 2-4pm and instead appeared at 6.30pm. Earlier in the afternoon, you had tried to contact the company and told customer service that: we can't access your engine and it seems that they have a weak cell phone connection. I'm in
Pittsburgh, there may be some intermittent service but overall, I should have been able to get in touch with them. It wasn't until 5pm (an hour after the pick-up window) that I received an update on the timing. Instead of a truck that was going straight to my destination, as it was sold to me, I got a pickup truck which was To a warehouse
where my property will be transferred to another truck - again, not what I was sold. Finally, these are strange times with COVID-19, but I expect every company to be diligent and committed to wearing a mask and social distancing (as much as possible with movement) to protect its employees and customers. I had to ask my movers to put
on a mask (I was already wearing one). She slipped out of their noses and never tried to put it back properly. They didn't wash their hands or use hand sanitizer and they had just come from another job. After looking at the papers together and realizing that they would not be the same team that would dump at my destination (again, not
what was sold), the task was cancelled. Customer service tried to blame me asking me why they would send a bigger truck to my smaller moves... I don't know, I'm not a professional engine but these conversations should have happened long before the engine appeared. They told me I would not get any refund, but I am required at least
partial if not full amount on my deposit. Read Michael's full review of Malibu, CA check references check original buyer review: June 15, 2020Ware! Super friendly, open, detailed on permanence, reputation and transparent seemed. But the overall taste was switching. Once you have more than one barrel, upcharges are everywhere. 1BR
transport 300 miles went from $3,600 to over $9,000!!! It's ridiculous. Then more upcharges on delivery. Disgust. immoral and totally unprofessional. Andrew St. Charles, IL Verification References Original Review: June 4, 2020Hello Dear Reader, Original Listen Well – I testify to you for my story of woe; of the engine that was a hell of a
help, and whose rating is not too low. My request was simply to use only one truck, and this one request did not agree. But once cash changed hands, you're out of luck; I hope this lie is the last one too, but beyond lying, it wasn't quick either. I called to complain, three trucks wouldn't do it too bad, they said: I signed and agreed. What their
salesman said didn't matter, you know, and phone conversations leave nothing to read. Lou, they said they recorded all the calls! So I try them playing our talk and hoping that they didn't have me by the balls. But, unfortunately, I found more panic. The files, apparently, were all there - except for one. It's unplayable, and the nation is called
animated. Three hours spent, arguing on the phone, but customer service rejected our appeals we've got you now, the icy tone representative said, you have no choice but to pay our surprise fee. At this point despair began to begin. With less than seven days until this step, we held the clearest - we were locked in. We told ourselves that
things can only get better. Unfortunately, this was just the beginning. There is worse yet in the future, but The next part. At least the movers came on the right date, although they were given a two-hour timeline, and arrived late for forty and five minutes. They packed our things, and once again they made us sign. We should have known, at
this stage of the tale, that we expected deception to be in play, they used a fine print to change the terms of sale, and increase the costs that we then had to pay. The worst happened, we thought, but we were naïve. Now they have our stuff there will be no postponement moved to our new place, but without things. We called the delivery
date as you would expect, and the news we got was harsh. Our needs may be up to thirty days late! Ten days, said the contract -- thirty too late! But no, the beautiful print crept something deep and mentioned their receipt, after we paid, one month 'here we will bring our bed back to sleep. Doesn't care what they said during their stadium
sales. It's just the bait and the bait and then the Disney switch was planned, but they didn't care about me. Asked if they expected us to be postponed, he said: No hope, but they have given no guarantee. They told me that one reaps what you have betrayed. It's been a month for us, without our clothes or our bed. The phone calls showed
that they did not know when they would come. So far our hope of good service has died. Completely at their mercy, we were satiating. Fearing that they might want to punish us, we grew meek, and did not make a fuss. Finally, came the day of delivery. I arrived more than three hours late, remember -- but of course they did not accept the
blame. At least no shuttle was needed; Our fragile boxes all came a little bit slicked off our bed and our chairs were, of course, broken too. They told us to report it if we wanted to. We were reporting them, to them and to you. Very noble reader, we are approaching the end, but do not leave 'in the interface i tell you from my friend. This tale
does not end with me and with my things, it is not only me who was deceived by these scammers. They lost my wife's draft box and some strings and gave us pictures of someone else some wedding photos, and the first steps of the baby, all of which left us without thinking. We found names called company representatives, we knew that
the owners should be very amazed. Moving nation did nothing, but one more failed. We found the owners, and we mailed it. And so it ends, this animated story of woe, with all the fear moving everything is achieved, my things broken and lost. My spirits are low, and few options resort, but i can review! Please listen to my warning, whoever
you are, don't listen to their saccharin lies for the worse. The moving nation defines the tape. It was so bad, I hope their work dies. I have nothing else to say or say the moving nation, the smell of your work ethic! Read aleda's full review of Littleton, CO check-out references to the original buyer's review: May 22, 2020Moved us from Reno
to Denver during covid-19 lock. They showed up on time and did a great job. Packing us and shipping. They arrived 3 days after they left and emptied everything in 5 hours to the rooms we had set. They have all worked hard and efficiently. Chirag from Clifton, NJ check references check the original buyer's review: May 14, 2020I used this
company to help me move furniture for my work from PA to New Gee. The team was excellent and hard work. It was a lot of work and they did it in a step. He spent the whole day as he had a lot of work, did not complain or cut corners. I have been greatly impressed and will use this company for all my personal and professional needs!



Laura from Hendersonsville, NC check references check the original buyer's review: May 14, 2020W the crew was amazing. It was focused, organized and elegant! We were very satisfied and took the time to make sure that our boxes were placed in the area we needed! Also, my sister is an artist and she had a lot of framed artwork. ALL
was delivered with no damage! Diane of Phil Henderson, NC check references check the original buyer's review: May 12, 2020Move from NJ to NC. Smooth movement everywhere! From lisa's booking **' in this step, to the speed of the moving team, the accuracy and the great attitude, it was great. We also note that the move was at the
beginning of the epidemic and they sailed through like rock stars!!!! We will highly recommend it. Shirl of Reading, CA check the references check the original buyer review: January 31, 2020 We've actually chosen to move the nation from pure coincidence but it turns out that one is really lucky! My wife and I were actually looking for
another company with a similar name and i accidentally contacted their office. But after we talked to them and heard their prices, it seemed like a better deal. We searched for them online and a large number of great reviews convinced us to give them a try. In short, I can say that the moving nation is affordable, reliable and accurate with
its estimates. Joan of Pascoe, WA check the references check the original buyer review: January 30, 2020They were able to do so according to the schedule they gave me in advance, they did not break or lose anything in loading or unloading and they stuck to the price they quoted me when I first spoke to them. In my experience, none of
these are what you can always expect from another professional engine. In fact, they have managed to change the weak impression I have of the industry over the past few years. Aleen of Tuscon, AZ check the original buyer's check references: January 30, 2020Moving Nation sent us a good team of two engines that did a great job. We
paid for full service for filling, loading, unloading, unloading and unloading so there was a lot of work involved. Luckily for us, the team was experienced with big moves (a 4 bedroom house) and everyone knew their role from the inside out. We just sat down again and saw our whole old house getting neatly packed in a big truck and then
sat down again and watched everything In our new place is so easy and very convenient. Andros of Urbandale, IA check the references to check the original buyer's review: January 22, 2020 we decided to use the moving nation to move us pretty much on the same day we first spoke to him for a quote. While other companies were vague
and even evasive about how to calculate the final cost, the sales manager for Moving Nation was open and told us all that we wanted to know. Basically, it is a premium high quality service and will work well for anyone who prefers good service for the cheapest deal. I think their competitors can learn a lot from them. they.
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